Risk Management for Catastrophes

Risk of Catastrophic Incidents Is Becoming Manageable
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Despite a strong focus on personnel safety and an increasing focus on process safety, serious safety incidents continue to occur in oil and gas, petrochemicals, power generation, and other asset-intensive industries. Headline-grabbing examples from the past couple of years include the following:

- The Kleen Energy explosion killed six workers and injured 50 in February 2010 in Middletown, Connecticut. The Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) issued its third-largest fine ever to the three construction companies building the plant for 371 safety violations, totaling $16.6 million in penalties. OSHA officials believe that the companies were attempting to earn a $19 million incentive for early completion, and reports state that employees had been working seven-day, 84-hour weeks.
- The primary upgrader at CNRL’s Horizon site at Fort MacKay suffered an explosion in January 2011, injuring five workers. The Horizon site also experienced fatalities in 2007 and 2008. The 2007 incident resulted in 53 occupational and health safety charges, the most charges ever in a workplace incident in Alberta.
- The Macondo well explosion in March 2010 that killed 11 before triggering the largest offshore oil spill in US history, and ultimately resulted in over $20 billion in claims and remediation payments by BP.
- The Enbridge pipeline leak near Marshall, Michigan, in 2010, releasing nearly 20,000 barrels of oil into sensitive waterways and resulting in claims and remediation costs approaching $800 million.

In fact, major incidents are occurring with increasing frequency. As a recent report by Marsh’s Energy Practice highlights, more than one-third of the 100 most costly property losses of the past four decades have occurred within the past nine years (see Exhibit 1). This trend of increased major incident frequency has severe implications, as the cost of a single catastrophic event can reach upwards of $1 billion in damage and opportunity costs, with significant environmental impact, serious injuries, and loss of life.

This same trend is also occurring in the gas transmission sector: although the number of pipeline leak incidents has remained relatively constant over the past decade (see Exhibit 2), the total cost to the industry is increasing substantially, driven by a relatively small number of catastrophic (high-impact, high-cost) incidents (see Exhibit 3). Over the past decade, of the total costs of all pipeline leaks experienced by the midstream industry in the United States, the two largest single incidents resulted in more than 25 percent of the total costs.

Our analysis of data from selected companies in the refining, petrochemicals, gas and oil transmission, and power generation industries found that while most companies do not suffer catastrophic events, loss of containment (LOC) incidents could account for more than half of an asset or production site’s...
total capacity or opportunity loss. In other words, LOC-related process safety incidents, whether catastrophic or not, can result in more capacity or opportunity losses than planned and unplanned downtime from all other sources combined.

While most companies do not suffer catastrophic events, loss of containment incidents could account for more than half of an asset or production site’s total capacity or opportunity loss.

In response, many oil, gas, chemical, and power generation companies are implementing rigorous process safety management (PSM) programs that seek to reduce significantly the probability of catastrophic events by instituting long-term sustainable improvements in fundamental operating discipline. Some are even going beyond PSM and implementing holistic risk management systems (e.g., ExxonMobil’s Operations Integrity Management System). These actions are appropriate and commendable. In many cases, such actions have led to dramatic improvements in process safety performance.

However, many companies face (sometimes unknowingly) immediate risks of major or catastrophic incidents and, consequently, need to augment their longer-term PSM programs with specific short-term actions to identify and mitigate the highest immediate-risk exposures. Doing this effectively involves first understanding and assessing underlying risk factors and predictors of catastrophic incidents, then quickly identifying areas where immediate mitigating actions are required, and developing and prioritizing appropriate mitigation plans.

Many companies face (sometimes unknowingly) immediate risks of major or catastrophic incidents and, consequently, need to augment their longer-term PSM programs.

**MEASURING IMMEDIATE RISK EXPOSURE**

Our experience working with both highly reliable and high-risk sites has led to a conclusion that an understanding of the immediate risk of a major incident at a given operating site can be obtained by evaluating four critical dimensions:

1. **Work-practice maturity** in a limited number of critical areas related to fundamental operating discipline
critical operating positions as well as limited experience and tenure in critical operating positions (generally also associated with high turnover in these positions). Another area for concern are ineffective standards or processes for avoiding consistent excess overtime.

Site or asset leadership is another category of incident risk. This category includes lack of technical competence, lack of leadership and visibility in driving performance improvements, and lack of focus (too many priorities).

In our experience, capturing a true picture of work-practice maturity in critical areas requires an experienced team (with a mixture of site and off-site personnel) conducting cross-functional interviews coupled with validation “in the field.”

**Key Quantitative Risk Predictors**

A high risk of a major incident is typically correlated with weaker performance in “fundamental operating discipline.” Therefore, while lagging indicators such as recent incident history (both occurrence and severity) are clear predictors of elevated risk, leading indicators associated with fundamental operating discipline are also effective. Among the most relevant leading indicators are the following:

2. *Key quantitative risk predictors* that are highly correlated with elevated process safety risk

3. *Recent LOC incident frequency* (across all severity levels), including an assessment of recurring themes across incidents and of how effectively current processes identify true root causes

4. The rigor (and completeness) of *LOC incident follow-up*

**Work-Practice Maturity**

An effective PSM program covers a wide range of operating processes. Our experience reveals that process maturity in a “critical few” areas (that are correlated with fundamental operating discipline) are a strong predictor of immediate major or catastrophic incident risk. Concern areas include *maintenance and integrity management*, *people management*, and *site leadership*.

Evidence of problems in maintenance and integrity management include ad hoc or weak systems to ensure compliance to equipment and unit inspection standards, ad hoc or weak systems to ensure equipment integrity, poorly defined or loosely adhered to operating envelopes, and poor processes for understanding true root causes of reliability incidents.

People management issues include ineffective training and succession planning programs for critical operating positions as well as limited experience and tenure in critical operating positions (generally also associated with high turnover in these positions). Another area for concern are ineffective standards or processes for avoiding consistent excess overtime.

Site or asset leadership is another category of incident risk. This category includes lack of technical competence, lack of leadership and visibility in driving performance improvements, and lack of focus (too many priorities).

In our experience, capturing a true picture of work-practice maturity in critical areas requires an experienced team (with a mixture of site and off-site personnel) conducting cross-functional interviews coupled with validation “in the field.”
the rigor and discipline regarding equipment-inspection schedules and safety-system adherence. Poor performance in these areas is often indicative of a broader laxness in fundamental operating discipline and, as a result, higher-incident risk.

Recent LOC Incident Frequency and Underlying Root Causes

The recent incident history at a site is certainly an important predictor of major incidents, but the effectiveness of incident investigations is also a critical factor. Ineffective investigations often suffer from common flaws, such as treating incidents independently, and thereby potentially missing recurring themes across incidents. There is often a bias toward “technical” root causes and solutions, and superficial and incomplete root cause identification. Another incident investigation issue is too many follow-up actions, leading to a higher potential that the true “critical few issues” are lost among the many trivial actions.

If investigations fail to look holistically and historically across a site or even a company for commonalities, systemic root cause trends
LoC incident Follow-up

The effectiveness of a site in implementing mitigating actions is critical to preventing recurrence. A large and growing number of open action items suggest that there is often a laxness in operating discipline, an absence of a single point of accountability for incident follow-up, and weak management and IT systems that are difficult to use at the operator or mechanic level.

In summary, predicting elevated risk of major operating incidents can be enhanced through implementation of a relatively simple, straightforward risk scorecard that tracks key predictors across four critical elements: work-practice maturity in areas critical to fundamental operating discipline, key quantitative predictors of elevated risk, recent incident history, and the robustness of incident follow-up.

MITIGATING RISK EXPOSURE

The combination of qualitative and quantitative measures included in the risk scorecard not only identifies areas of significant risk, but also points to specific areas where immediate action is warranted to reduce that risk. These actions should complement rather than replace existing (or developing) PSM systems that are critical to obtaining a stable, manageable risk profile in the longer term.

Improving process safety must remain an urgent and primary priority, with the majority of available discretionary resources allocated to these efforts. Resources should only be reallocated to higher-order optimization activities when acceptable PSM performance and LOC incident frequencies are attained.

Successful change begins with the appropriate engagement model for assessment and implementation. In our experience, this includes the following four critical aspects.

Assessment Independence

Having parties external to the site (but not necessarily external to the company) participate in the assessment typically results in greater assurance that “true” root causes are being identified and eliminates the potential for sites to be overly reliant on lagging measures and therefore “declaring victory too early.” While it is critical that a site buys into and is given full responsibility for implementing a mitigation plan, the role of measuring that plan’s progress...
While site accountability to execute and sustain improvement is crucial, guidance and tracking external to the site is necessary.

Companies that have implemented a programmatic approach along the lines described above have seen dramatic short-term improvements while maintaining progress toward longer-term process safety management objectives. Exhibit 4 presents a case example where a company was able to reduce loss of containment incident frequency, across all severity levels, by close to 50 percent over a six-month period.

**A CALL TO ACTION**

Measuring and addressing the risk of catastrophic incidents is more important than ever. The immediate level of risk can be measured with a limited number of qualitative and quantitative indicators. These can be summarized in simple dashboards that enhance visibility, support and accelerate existing PSM programs, and clearly identify priority areas for immediate action.